
 Minutes 
Texas Orthopaedic Association – Board and Strategy Meeting 

September 18, 2010 
Four Seasons Hotel, Austin 

 
Edward Seade, TOA President, call the meeting to order.  Doctors Smoot, Palmer, Mabrey, Kant, 
Finnegan, Mansfield, Ilahi, Norwood, Seade, Beck, DeHart, Merriman, Early, and McKay attended 
the meeting. Michael Berkowitz, T-Bones Board Representative,  Mignon McGarry, TOA Legislative 
Advocate, also attended the meeting.  Donna Parker, Angel Moss and Masa Pettit staffed the strategy 
session.  

 
The minutes of the April 2010 Board of Directors Meeting were approved as distributed. 
 

Dr.Seade began his President’s Report with an overview of the TOA Socioeconomic Summit 
Agenda. Future Summits were discussed.  It was decided that the Friday Strategy Session for the 
TOA Board would remain on Friday.  However, future strategy sessions will begin at 1:00 pm and 
conclude at 5:00 pm. Any other committee or special meetings such as Workers’ Compensation 
meetings may be scheduled for Friday mornings during the Socioeconomic Summit.  Dr. Early 
thanked Dr. Mabrey for helping organize the Summit program. 
 
Dr. Seade provided an overview of the agenda for the 2011 Socioeconomic Summit.  He indicated 
that the meeting would place a strong emphasis on providing information about how the Affordable 
Care Act’s provisions could alter the delivery of health.  He also outlined the faculty for the program 
identified by the Program Committee and noted that TOA’s CME protocols were met to determine 
that there would not be a bias in the program.  The board agreed that the program would be 
worthwhile and that there would be no conflicts of interest. 
 

The Resident Course – The Business of Orthopaedics was reviewed.  Members of the Board asked if 
other surgical residents had responded to TOA’s invitation to attend the Course.  Staff confirmed the 
invitation had been sent to the non-orthopaedic programs but there had not been any response.  The 
Board asked how many orthopaedic residents had signed up for the course and who had been 
contacted at each program.  Angel Moss, TOA Member Services Director, said her primary contact 
was the Resident Coordinator  of each of the 11 Texas orthopaedic programs.  The Board suggested 
that each program director, department chair and chief resident be contacted to promote the Course.  
Doctors Mabrey, Finnegan, Mansfield, Ilahi, Kant and Smoot offered to contact the Orthopaedic 
Program Chairs next year.  Dr. Merriman,  TOA Resident Board Member, suggested adding a section 
on academic medicine to the Resident Course Agenda. 
 

Dr. Kant mentioned the Workers’ Compensation meeting at 3:00 pm that afternoon and briefly listed 
some of the items to be covered. He said he missed Michael Reed, the TMA staff member TOA had 
always worked with on work comp issues.  He felt that Michael Reed accomplished so much and 
greatly improved the system.  Dr. Kant said now that Michael Reed had passed, TMA had not been 
able to replace his talent and skills.  He also thought that TMA was no longer concerned about 
workers’ compensation and that TOA would need to continue to lead this issue. 
 

Dr. Early asked the group to turn their attention to the preliminary program of the 2010 Annual 
Meeting to be held April 22-25 at the Great Wolf Lodge in Grapevine.  He thanked Dr. Mabrey for 
developing the program and asked him to give a report.  Dr. Mabrey listed the Annual Meeting 



events and said that most of the programming had been completed.  He announced that the Basics of 
Orthopaedics Course for primary care physicians was developed to cover topics from head to toe, 
except for a hand surgeon’s presentation.  A couple of suggestions of orthopedists specializing in 
hand surgery were given to Dr. Mabrey and Ms. Moss. 
 

The Basics of Orthopaedics Course (for Primary Care Physicians) was discussed further.  Internal 
medicine and family physicians in the Dallas/Ft. Worth area will be invited to attend this course.  
TOA staff mentioned the large number of primary care physicians in the area and that registration 
would be limited during the testing stage because there was no way to predict interest.  Several Board 
members mentioned that their clinics had held similar courses.  Dr. DeHart, of Texas Orthopaedic 
Associates, suggested that TOA staff contact orthopaedic clinic administrator, Tom Wolfe, to discuss 
marketing and gauging response from primary care physicians for the Basics of Orthopaedics Course.  
It was also suggested that staff contact the county medical societies in the Dallas/Ft. Worth area and 
let them know this course will be offered.  Dr. Finnegan and Dr. Mabrey gave other suggestions on 
how to promote the Basics of Orthopaedics Course. 
 
Dr. Early asked the Board their opinions regarding holding combined meetings with regional or other 
allied orthopaedic associations.  The Mid-America meeting date conflict with the TOA’s 2010 Annual 
Meeting was mentioned.  Dr. Ilahi said that he and Dr. Teuscher had been asked about combining a 
meeting with Western Orthopaedic Association.  Dr. Smoot addressed the possible problems with 
the TOA revenue from sponsorship conflicting with the purposes of other societies.  It was 
mentioned that the CME would also need to remain with the Texas Orthopaedic Association because 
of the CME Online feature of the Texas Orthopaedic Foundation.  Dr. Norwood asked about dues 
or registration fee reciprocity agreements with the other societies to see if TOA members could have 
that option. 
 
The group discussed registration fee reciprocity with other associations, as well as discounted dues.  
Staff will gather information on registration fees, dues and CME offerings of regional, national and 
other large state orthopaedic societies.  Further discussion on whether TOA will begin charging 
registration fees to TOA/TOF/TSSM meetings and how much those fees will be, is tabled until the 
April meeting of the Board. 
 
Dr. Early asked how many Board members were considering attending the National Orthopaedic 
Leadership Conference, April 28-May 1, 2010 being held at the JWMarriott, DC.  The Board talked 
about national healthcare reform legislation and the Medicare reimbursement cuts.  Dr. Kant 
encouraged everyone, even if they were not on the AAOS Board of Councilors, to attend the NOLC.  
He said he had a Senate and House meeting room reserved for the 29th.  Some legislators will be able 
to meet with Texas NOLC Delegates in these rooms and if not, appointments will be set to visit 
Texas legislators in their offices.  Dr. Early asked that staff send all Board members the basic 
information regarding the NOLC.  He also asked Ms. Parker about the number of AAOS Councilors 
from Texas.  She told him Dr. Teuscher said there would be another opening when he moved into 
the BOC Chair-Elect, but that she had not received an official notice from AAOS.  She promised to 
contact AAOS and get the answer to this question. 
 
There was discussion regarding the list of issues likely to be addressed during the NOLC.  Other 
recent AAOS correspondence regarding healthcare reform and professional liability relief was 
mentioned. 
 



Dr. Early reminded the TOA Board Members of the request from the Texas Medical Board asking 
for expert orthopaedic reviewers.  Dr. Snoots wrote an article for the TOA eConnect explaining the 
need for orthopaedist to sign up to review TMB complaints concerning orthopaedics.  Dr. Kant 
asked staff to contact Dr. Moore, Medical Director of the TMB, to see if he could address the 
doctors attending the TOA Socioeconomic Summit on Saturday.  
 
Dr. Seade announced the date and location of the 2011 TOA Annual Meeting.  This meeting will be 
held at the Hyatt Lost Pines from May 19th to the 21st.   
 
Dr. Ilahi announced the date and location of the 2012 TOA Annual Meeting.  He said that the 
Houstonian was being considered as a possibility for the location.  He said that a date in May was 
being considered, but that he realized this was in conflict with another important meeting.  Staff will 
look into an April 12-14 meeting date.  Dr. Ilahi discussed the possibility of combining future TOA 
meetings with regionals again and said he also felt uncertain about how this would impact TOA.  Dr. 
Finnegan asked if there could be a four year rotation with regional orthopaedic societies.  Dr. Smoot 
was asked his opinion about the financial impact to TOA.  He offered to address this concern in his 
report. 
 
Donna Parker, TOA EVP, gave the Executive Office Update.  She asked the group to review and 
initial the governance book being circulated.  She suggested that a TOA membership survey be sent 
asking members about their state association activities.  She thought this kind of information would 
be valuable and that a TOA task force study and decide issues such as initiating registration fees for 
TOA programs and social events.   
 
Ms. Parker addressed financial assistance needed by the Texas Orthopaedic Foundation (TOF) and 
the expenditures surrounding educational programming during the jointly held meetings with TOA 
and TSSM.  She asked the Board to help with fundraising for TOF and that without a doctor contact 
it was questionable whether industry would continue to help hold educational workshops or sponsor 
events during the Annual Meetings rather than just exhibit.  
 
The highlighted topic in Donna’s report was the CME Online that TOA members would be able to 
access through the Foundation’s website.  An example of a presentation given and filmed at the 2009 
TOA Annual Meeting was shown.  She presented the educational possibilities of TOA members 
adding CME hours for their maintenance of certification.  She also spoke of the possibility of shoring 
up the Texas Orthopaedic Foundation through a subscription to this CME feature and partnering 
with industry.  Dr. Mabrey suggested that one of the CME presentations be placed on the TOA and 
TOF home pages as an introduction to the TOF CME Online.   
 
Ms. Parker asked Angel Moss, TOA Member Services Director and CME Director to give the CME 
Update.  Ms. Moss spoke to the group regarding the TOA’s CME Accreditation status and the 
upcoming audit.  She said that TOA was accredited through 2011 and will be reviewed at that time.  
Angel said she hoped to add revenue by holding additional coding and workers’ compensation 
workshops sponsored by TOA.   
 
Masa Pettit, Marketing and Communications Manager, gave an update on sponsorship revenue to 
date.  Ms Pettit asked for assistance from the Board to help contact industry and raise funds to 
continue to underwrite the TOA meetings.  Dr. Seade suggested that all board members should be 



willing to try to obtain workshops for the upcoming meeting.  Several Board members volunteered to 
contact companies. 
 
Dr. Smoot gave the Secretary-Treasurer’s report. He asked told the Board of a decrease in revenue 
for the 2009 year and an increase in expenditures.  Dr. Smoot listed actions TOA would take to 
increase the revenue in 2010 by stepping up recruitment, meeting registration fees, obtaining more 
grants and sponsorship, along with a concentrated effort to collect dues owed.  He said that several 
expense line items would not be repeated in the 2010 budget so there should be less outflow. 
 
Dr. Smoot addressed the question regarding combining TOA with regional meetings.  He pointed 
out that 1/4th of TOA yearly income comes from the sponsorship program.  He suggested that TOA 
could not afford to lose any income by sharing the proceeds from the TOA sponsorship program.  
Registration fees at TOA meetings and other meetings were again discussed, along with travel 
stipends for non-Councilor NOLC attendees.  Dr. Finnegan suggested offering a set amount to go 
towards NOLC travel.  Dr. Kant thought members should be interested enough to pay their own 
way.  Dr. Smoot suggested that if TOA is doing well that year, there could be a stipend.  If not, it will 
not be offered.  There was discussion regarding sending two residents to NOLC and that was 
approved. 
 

Dr. Early asked Dr. Finnegan to give the Membership Report.  She and Angel Moss discussed the 
issue with delinquent dues.  She suggested a new policy for delinquent members which would split 
the delinquent dues payment between TOA and the TOF.  Giving directly to TOF would provide the 
TOA member a way to support both entities.  This idea was well received by the Board.  Dr. 
Finnegan asked Angel Moss to send the entire Board a list of delinquent dues members, as well as the 
non-member list so the Board could assist in recruitment efforts. 
 
Dr. Finnegan asked the Board what TOA should do if a complaint against a member is received 
regarding anything other than standard of care – which is the TMB’s realm.  She said this kind of 
concern falls under the Standard of Professionalism at the AAOS level.  Dr. Kant made a motion to 
move this kind of complaint to the AAOS because of their mechanisms and ability to deal with 
ethical issues rather than treatment issues.  This motion was seconded by Dr. Finnegan. 
 
Dr. Smoot asked that the group review the request for TMA Council and Committee members so he 
could report during the next Interspecialty Society Meeting.  He said he thought the TMA ISC was an 
important committee particularly because it addresses issues within the medical community such as 
pain management and radiology’s attempt at blocking other specialties from offering imaging services 
to patients.  Dr. Smoot then passed this issue to Mignon McGarry. 
 
Mignon McGarry began the Legislative Report by introducing Susan Henricks, of Hull, Henricks & 
McRae.  Susan Henricks is legal counsel involved with the TOA/TMA lawsuit against Texas State 
Board of Podiatric Medical Examiners.  She updated the group on recent activity regarding the 
lawsuit that is pending in the Texas Supreme Court.  Ms. Henricks said that since the Third Court of 
Appeals opinion that podiatrists could not promulgate a rule increasing their scope of practice 
beyond Texas statute, there had been formal and informal mediation with the Texas Podiatric 
Medical Association and the Podiatric Board.  She added that while the TSBPME now seemed to be 
in agreement with TOA and TMA, the TPMA was not.  TPMA had closed the door on a mutual 
agreement to be presented to the legislature.   Ms. Henricks said TOA and TMA oppose any 
TSBPME rule that would involve unlawfully increasing the podiatric scope of practice. 



 
Mignon McGarry, TOA Legislative Advocate, gave the Legislative Committee Report.  She listed the 
important upcoming elections and stressed that orthopaedic surgeon, Dr. Charles Schwertner, was 
running for District 20 – Georgetown.  Mignon said that her office had been walking the district with 
him when possible and that he seemed to be well received in the community.   
 
Ms. McGarry  addressed the Interim Committee charges, the agencies under sunset scrutiny and the 
cutting of the Texas budget.  She mentioned the Governor’s race and some of the other interesting 
elections.  She announced there would be an interim committee hearing on February 23 regarding  
the corporate practice of medicine.  Mignon listed several issues of interest, such as imaging, and 
asked that the group support Dr. Schwertner in anyway possible.  Dr. Mansfield thanked Mignon for 
setting up the credit card system so TOA members could easily donate to the TOPAC. 
 

Nominating Committee Chair, Dr. Tim Beck said he was working on the slate for the Annual 
Meeting.  
 
Dr. Andy Kant gave the Socioeconomic Committee Report.  He began by talking about the 
regulations concerning electronic medical records.  He said there are no systems out at this time 
addressing all the items demanded by the government.  The deadline for physicians to have their 
EMR systems government complient is 2014.  If physicians do not have EMR systems up and 
running they will be fined.   
 
Dr. Kant spoke about Workers’ Compensation system and discussed some of the issues still plaguing 
providers and injured workers.  He invited all those interested in attending the 3:00 pm meeting with 
Bonnie Bruce (Rep. Solomons Legislative Aide), TDI/DWC representative Matt Zurick and TMA 
staff to stay for the meeting immediately following the strategy session. 
 
Dr. Kant asked Dr. Palmer to speak about CMS and the Recovery Audit Contractors.  Dr. Palmer 
explained that the RACs would be looking at physicians who have been flagged if Medicare billing 
indicates they may be coding improperly or their billing analysis shows a larger than average number 
of complicated procedures and/or higher codes.  He suggested that all orthopaedic practice 
management staff make sure coding is correct and that medical documentation can support the claim.  
Dr. Palmer said the RACs could cause clinics to experience a serious financial crisis and that if 
possible, an in-clinic pre-audit to determine any problems would be wise.  He mentioned that more 
on the RACs would be covered in the Summit program. 
 
Dr. McKay asked if everyone had signed up for Medicare’s Provider Enrollment, Chain, and 
Ownership System (PECOS).  It is a document that enrolls or updates one’s Medicare application.  
Most of the group did not know about PECOS.   
 
Dr. Palmer then briefly covered the Acute Episode Care Program at the Baptist Hospital in San 
Antonio.  He described the program as a government run gain-sharing program that was established 
in some hospitals as a cost containment vehicle.  This program is popular to some Medicare patients 
because they received money back for participating.  In some hospitals signed up for the pilot 
program, cardiology and orthopaedics are being targeted to participate. 
 



Dr. Merriman was introduced to the group as the Resident Representative to the TOA Board of 
Directors.  He said he was learning a lot about orthopaedic issues by attending the Board meeting.  
He plans to attend NOLC. 
 
There was no report from the AAOS Councilors at this time. 
 
Michael Berkowitz, T-Bones Representative to the TOA Board of Directors, said T-Bones members 
were looking forward to the meeting at Great Wolf in April.     
 
Due to time constraints the TOA Board of Directors agreed that the Texas Orthopaedic Foundation 
meeting would be postponed until April.   
 
The meeting was adjourned.   
 

 
 
 
 
 


























































